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It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case of any doubt,

the consultancy should be taken from the legal, financial, tax, or another professional law

practitioner All the items of information which have been given below are not to be given

in an exhaustive way and they can never be considered a part of various contractual

relationships. It is our utmost desire that the information given in this white paper should

be accurate, up to date and all the products, services, technical architecture, token

distribution, company timelines, moreover, all these materials could have changed

without any notice and they can never be considered a binding agreement of the

professional advice. 

This white paper does not bind any individual to enter into any contract or enter into any

binding legal commitment to the contribution. This white paper also does not constitute

any form or any part of any opinion which can be considered advice, or which can sell, or

which can solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token nor shall it be considered a

part of any effect which can be used for the formation of contract or investment decision.

This white paper also does not have any capacity to bind any person to enter into any

contract or consider it a binding legal commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper.

Even no sales and even no cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can never be

accepted based on this white paper. But be sure that any advancement or any date or any

new information of this token will be made available for the private and public

contributors. 

It is also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any regulatory

authority and it has not been approved by any legal firm so the information given in this

white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any regulatory authority or under any rules

of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that its publication, its distribution, its

dissemination do not imply the applicable laws, the regulatory requirements, and the

available rules.
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This white paper is a reader-friendly description
of a decentralized smart contract-based
cryptocurrency. As we all know that the
popularity of meme tokens has allowed a new
economy to flourish parallel to the existing
traditional money tied to centralized banks we are
creating an ecosystem that provide interest to
their token holders as well as it will provide an
opportunity to Everyone to flourish their ideas
through NFT.

The use of technology will facilitate a financial
revolution that will leave everyone more
financially connected, empowered. The aim of
XRGary is to provide security, Transparency, and
work with creaters of memes to provide benefits
to people and token holders. In short, XRGary is  a
Reflection Token with meme focus.

XRGary will be different from other meme tokens
in that it will contain real-world assets and will be
able to generate actual profits. XRGary has a
vibrant meme culture. 70% of $XRGary tokens will
be distributed via airdrops. Furthermore, 30% of
tokens will be distributed in
marketing/listing/exchange
liquidity/influencers.

Features of 
 XRGary

ABSTRACT

XRGary means community, and community
means family.

Community 
Focused

Secure

Traceable



This white paper is a reader-friendly description of a decentralized XRPL meme based
cryptocurrency. XRGary is zero emission and zero gas fees, super-fast utility meme coin inspired
by SEC chairman "Gentleman". XRGary is a positive alternative for the other pets in the world of
meme coins. XRGary is a utility meme token build on the fast, cheap, decentralized XRP ledger.
 
The use of technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone more
financially connected, empowered. The aim of XRGary Token is to provide security, Transparency,
High limits cash deposit and withdrawal, and better odds. In short, XRGary Token is a solution base
ecosystem in a single form. 

XRGary is distinct from other meme tokens in that it will have tangible assets and will be able to
earn real profitability. Profits from the creation of meme and NFT will be used to buy back XRGary
tokens, raising the token price further and further.

The meme culture of XRGary is strong. Our community adores and lives for memes, and we feel
that harnessing the power of memes is the only way to genuinely bring cryptocurrencies
mainstream and secure widespread adoption.

Airdrops will receive 70% of $XRGary tokens. In addition, 30% of $XRGary transaction is used for
Marketing/listings/exchange liquidity/influencers/team/dev etc. This enables us to boost our
marketing expenditure on a regular basis, resulting in a quick growth in brand recognition and the
recruitment of new investors.
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XRGary aims to be the most known and most used cryptocurrency in the meme
creation industry.
XRGary meme token projects to work collaboratively with creater to produce
memes.
Provide every holder with simple and effective ways to gain exposure to digital
assets.
Lower the barrier for entry to a more advanced financial ecosystem.
Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully
decentralized in every sense of the word.

Our mission is to "Lift XRGary to New Heights" by offering investors an innovative,
user-friendly, one-stop-shop to find everything they need to buy, sell and hold token
and make a more profits by holding token. XRGary mission is to promote XRP ledger
and give opportunity to the people to try this technology using the XRPL powered
Xumm Wallet to access to a DEX. Our mission has always been to make it as simple as
possible to buy and sell cryptocurrency, while also being an leader in security,
reliability and custody as well as help the community  people at the same time .

Our Mission is to;

MISSION

XRGary 
Mission 
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We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every portfolio.” We envision a world
where wealth-building strategies that were once only accessible to affluent
individuals become available to everyone, transferring the power back to the
people. XRGary is going to create a revolutionary ecosystem to bring more
people into digital assets, helping to earn a passive income through holding
the different currencies  along with maintaining their privacy, security, power,
and autonomy. We believe that through the power of collective
decentralization, we can build affordable housing anywhere in the world,
because that individuals have created a community and give it a purpose.
XRGary aims to be the most known and most used cryptocurrency in the
meme creation industry.

VISION

VISI    N  
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ECOSYSTEM 

NFT ProjectsStaking
 Liquidity

pool



 

 Utility

Inclusivity
XRGary values providing everyone equal access to opportunities and
resources. 

Simply put, all parts of a system interact with and rely on one another. XRGary

believes in creating an interconnected system based on trust and reliability, that

together is greater than its individual parts.

Community is the number one value of the XRGary Ecosystem. In the beginning,

we asked if a project could succeed on the back of a decentralized, community

effort. XRGary prevailed due to the strength of its community members and

investors. Our collaborative, Like-minded community is the bedrock of the

project.

We believe utility is the foundation of value in the crypto space. XRGary was

founded on the principle that the crypto space is greatly lacking in utility. We

believe utility will foster adoption and growth in the crypto space, and XRGary

believes it to be the brand loyalty reward system that people adopt due to its

community-focused nature.

Values of XRGary Ecosystem

Community 

Interconnectivity
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Simple to operate. It works just like any other program or wallet that you use daily.

Extremely secure. It's just a case of safeguarding your private key.

Enables cross-border transactions in real-time. And they are barrier-free,

intermediary-free transactions.

Transaction costs are minimal. Transferring money is much cheaper than with

conventional institutions.

Enables cross-currency transactions. This enables you to do simple currency

conversions.

The staking network provides you with the necessary skills and information and

authenticates stakes on your behalf for a small part of your staking profits, allowing you

to earn massive returns, which is rather substantial. Staking platforms that enable

investors to essentially obtain staking rewards have popped up in response to the rapid

growth of crypto staking stealthily. Therefore, if you're looking to earn a very passive

income through Staking, this is essentially the place to be, which is quite significant.

The XRGary Wallet enables users to stake, store, and exchange cryptocurrency.
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Staking is advantageous in the world of crypto-currencies since

it generates incentives and passive income by maintaining the

currency on any market. In a decentralized system, the simplest

method is to own a currency and stake the pool. However,

staking consumes much more energy and poses a greater risk

than crypto mining. XRGary can help you.
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Benefits of Staking

No Hardware Required

Unlike proof of work, crypto staking does not need any

specialized equipment or technology. Demonstration that stakes

work without the need for any specialized equipment. The sole

requirement is that holders of the currency maintain it on any

transaction for an extended time.

Passive Income

Stakeholders are compensated for managing and maintaining

control over their digital assets. The receiver receives passive

income as a result of Staking.
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Benefits of Staking

Scalability

The word "scalability" is often used in the Blockchain business. It refers

to a computer processor's ability to be used or produced in a variety of

ways. As shown by XRGary increased transaction output and lower

transaction costs, proof of stake techniques allows greater scalability.

Eco-Friendlier

Since proof of stake blockchain uses less energy, they are more

ecologically friendly. As a consequence, they have a lower carbon

footprint and little to no negative effect on the environment.

More Cost-Effective

Evidence of stake typically, blockchain are low-cost and energy-efficient

systems that do not need specialized or costly technology. PoS is less

expensive and less ecologically damaging than proof-of-work chains. As a

consequence, stakers may earn more passive income by using XRGary

coins.

Secure

Security and privacy are the most urgent issues in today's society, and

XRGary offers a fast and secure gateway guaranteed by the XRGary

contract, placing him ahead of the competition. Additionally, XRGary offers a

very safe and quick platform for staking crypto-currency to its clients.



XRGARY NFT

XRGary Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are one-of-a-kind, transferable assets

created on the blockchain. These tokens may be connected to anything in the

XRGary. Our NFTs' basic characteristics provide them a distinct value and

categorically distinguish them from other forms of assets. These characteristics

include verifiably uniqueness and indivisibility. Because the underlying code is

transparent, the scarcity and ownership of any given token can be determined

without the use of a trusted middleman. The rise of NFTs, in our opinion, is part

of a larger paradigm shift away from centralized to decentralized systems.

This platform is now allowing makers of digital collectibles to experiment with

new revenue strategies and use it as a payment system. Each underlying token

has a genome that specifies its look, characteristics, and origin. XRGary cannot

be duplicated or distributed without the consent of the user.

WHITE PAPER



BENEFITS OF NFT 

Non-fungible tokens have altered decentralised exchanges. Some of

the advantages of crypto-currency include:

 

The primary benefit of non-fungible tokens is the ability to prove
ownership. NFTs can assist in linking ownership to a single
account because they are on a blockchain network. 

Ownership Rights

Authenticity

Fraud proof

The advantages of non-fungible tokens are essentially determined by their
rarity. NFTs are created on the blockchain, which means they are tied to one-
of-a-kind data. The particular qualities of NFTs reveal their ability to add
value. Simultaneously, NFT manufacturers have the option of releasing a
restricted number of NFTs to create supply scarcity.

They are easily transferred and unaffected by fraud.

WHITE PAPER



Liquidity providers receive LP tokens for

providing liquidity. The primary goal is to

keep the holder informed about the XRGary

performance by avoiding whale dips when

they are used in a mass trade-off.

XRGary's secret is automatic LP. We have a

function here that serves as a dual-beneficial

implementation for holders. To begin, the

contract collects tokens from both sellers

and purchasers and adds them to the LP,

establishing a stable price floor. Second, the

penalty serves as an arbitrage-resistant 

XRGARY LIQUIDITY POOL
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mechanism, ensuring that the volume of XRGary remains safe as a reward

for the holders. In principle, the additional LP provides stability by adding

the tax to the token's total liquidity, thus raising the token's overall LP and

maintaining the token's price floor. 

The price stability of the XRGary coin LP mimics this function, with the

added advantage of a firm price floor and cushion for holders. The aim is to

avoid bigger drops in the price when whales opt to sell their tokens later in

the game, which prevents the price from changing as much as it would if the

automated LP mechanism wasn't in place. 



WHY XRGARY?

TRANSPARENCY
& IMMUTABILITY EASY TO USE LOWER FEES

TRANSACTION
TRACEABILITY
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WHY XRGARY?

Every time a token exchange is recorded on the XRPL blockchain with XRGary, an audit trail
traces where the tokens came from. This can not only help exchange-related organizations
to improve security and prevent fraud, but it also helps verify the legitimacy of traded
assets.

TRANSPARENCY & IMMUTABILITY

XRGary transaction fees are far lower than those charged by debit and credit cards, as well
as wire transfers and other payment systems. The cost of usage is very low compared to
other cryptocurrencies.

RELIABLE & LOW COST

Since each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the prior transaction, XRGary is
significantly more secure than conventional record-keeping systems. XRGary is made up of
a complex string of numbers that cannot be changed. XRGary is immutable and
incorruptible in order to protect it from faked data and hacks after it has been created.

ULTRA-FAST & SECURE

XRGary is valuable because of its ease of use. All you need is a smart device and an internet
connection and you can begin trading using XRGary right away.

EASE OF USE

XRGary is built on one of the best blockchain platforms out there. It has excellent scalability.

HIGHLY SCALABLE

WHITE PAPER



TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DETAIL

NAME XRGary

PLATFORM XRPL

Symbol XRGary

Powered by
XRPL and imagination of the

XRGary community

TOTAL SUPPLY 100 billion

TOKENOIMICS CONTACT:

SUPPORT@XRGARY.COM

WHITE PAPER
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10% reserved for Burning

AirDrop   70%

Marketing/Listing/Influencers/Team, etc.   30%

To ensure the viability of the project the token allocation of the project is presented
publically.

 

L iqu id i ty  Poo l A i rD rop
 

70%

Burn ing

Tokenomics

T o k en om i c s

Airdrop

70%

Marketing/Listing/Team

30%

The total supply is going to be burn is 10%.



Phase 1

12th Nov 2021 idea- beginning of

XRGary project

13th Nov XRGary Twitter

27th Nov token logo presentation

5th Dec Airdrop

ROAD MAP

WHITE PAPER

Phase 2

Other social media i.e. FB/Instagram/

Discord/Telegram

Promoting XRGary

List on coin market cap

List on Bitrue

White Paper

XRGary Web

10% Burn
Phase 3

Create payment portal

Introduce partnership

Building international community

Supporting their local charities.

Make XRGary well know around the

globe

XRGary NFT




